Jennifer Kumpf
for your next

D10 President
“Clear, Sensible Leadership”
AMDA Delegates of District 10:
I am asking you elect me, Jennifer Kumpf, as your next OSSTF District 10 President. The decision to
take on this challenging leadership opportunity follows a clear and purposeful path. The following is
a summary of what I offer each member of our District:
As your current Treasurer, I have proposed clear, sensible budgets to our Executive and Council
members during my term. I took on this role during a time of personal change, while maintaining my
commitments to the position and our District throughout my parental leave and upon my return. As
Treasurer, I have learned over the past two years from consulting and working alongside other
experienced OSSTF leaders. When there are questions, I am able to provide clear, sensible
answers that demonstrate understanding of the broader OSSTF organization.
Additionally, I have acted as our District’s Status of Women and Human Right’s Officers. Within two
D10 Branches I have also served as Branch President, Vice President, and Anti-Harassment Officer,
providing members with clear communication and sensible representation, as required. Holding
these positions has also provided me the opportunity to attend and represent D10 at a variety of
provincial, regional, and local conferences, training, and events for the past decade, such as:
Educational Services, Status of Women, Human Rights, and Summer Leadership annual provincial
conferences; Symposiums, Collective Bargaining Committee meetings, and Pre-AMPA meetings at
the regional level; and annual Branch President’s Training, many General Membership and Status of
Bargaining meetings, and protests/rallies at the local level. I have also been selected to represent
D10 members at both AMPA and AMDA for a number of years. This diversity of OSSTF experience
has provided me a long-term, clear and sensible knowledge of OSSTF.
But a president is not elected solely by a checklist of past experiences. Additionally, will bring to you
leadership that is thorough, direct, and holds our employer accountable to its actions, while
remaining caring and dedicated to our D10 members. I don’t hesitate to address conflicts and issues,
but do so with compassion for teachers. I believe we have a strong working relationship with our
board, which I will work hard to sustain and develop further. I will continue to work toward personal
and professional development, and effective collaboration, in order to achieve
continued engagement and success for D10 and our members.
A vote for Jennifer Kumpf is a vote for clear, sensible leadership.
Respectfully,
Jennifer Kumpf

